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Some  of us have been searching for a theory of our world, instead of 
separate models for pieces.  How would we know if we had a theory 
of our world? Need to define criteria – top down plus bottom up

In practice, loosely speaking, world would be described and 
explained if we account for some set of phenomena from one  
theory, simultaneously. 

MAKE A LIST:
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GOAL – A THEORY WITH THESE FEATURES (all simultaneously)

 Have UV complete theory of 4D world (from underlying 11D M-theory) – so 
not swampland

 All moduli stabilized – moduli vevs and masses calculable 

 DE SITTER VACUUM, solved when hidden sector  matter included

 HIERARCHY PROBLEM solved (simultaneously Planck and EW scales)

 N=1 supersymmetry, softly broken (both existence and breaking automatic)
 Yang-Mills  forces – strong, electroweak
 Chiral fermions (with quark and lepton charges); 3 families; quark and charged 

lepton mass hierarchies; neutrino masses
 Electroweak symmetry breaking and Higgs physics, Higgs mass [ok, 𝑴𝒉 predicted]
 (Approximate) gauge coupling unification
 Calculate supersymmetry spectrum – observable at LHC? (gluinos,  charginos, 

neutralinos)

 Axions stabilized, solution to strong CP problem

 IDENTIFY INFLATON
 Explain matter asymmetry
 Dark matter candidates [Wimps, Hidden sector DM candidates can give full  relic 

density, axions, etc]
 Cosmological history – moduli dominated
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Not on list:

• Black hole information paradox

• Moonshine

• Holography 

• Landscape, etc

• Solving cosmological constant problems?

- if solved, doesn’t help with Higgs mass, or strong CP 
problem, or matter asymmetry, etc

- if not solved, doesn’t prevent solving inflation, or parity 
violation, or matter asymmetry, etc

SO IGNORE IT - BUT

〜paper a week! – take it more seriously
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Our approach – Describe our world in detail if start 
with 11D world described by M-Theory at Planck 
scale, which has all ingredients 

Compactify to 4D – RESULTING THEORY HAS UV
COMPLETION, NOT SWAMPLAND 
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PAPERS ABOUT M-THEORY 
COMPACTIFICATIONS ON G2 MANIFOLDS 

Earlier work 1995-2004 (stringy,  mathematical) ;    Witten 1995
• Papadopoulos, Townsend th/9506150, compactification on 7D 

manifold with G2 holonomy  resulting 4D quantum field theory 

has N=1 supersymmetry, not an assumption
• Acharya, hep-th/9812205, non-abelian gauge fields localized on 

singular 3 cycles, hidden sectors

• Acharya and Witten, hep-th/0109152, chiral fermions supported at 
points with conical singularities (massless quarks and leptons)

• Beasley and Witten, hep-th/0203061, generic Kahler form

• Lukas, Morris hep-th/0305078, generic gauge kinetic function

Basic framework established – powerful, rather complete
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Particles and 
forces!



More detail – a theory with these features:

COMPACTIFIED M-THEORY – fluxless sector(Acharya; Halverson, Morrison), robust, no  

leakage; 

-- generic Kahler potential and gauge kinetic function; 

-- quarks and leptons

-- E8 singularity, reduce to SM via “geometric engineering” 

deformations  [Katz, Morrison, Vafa]

 Acharya, Kane et al, 2006, stabilize moduli, etc., about 20 papers – Does full list!

 A few mild, generic assumptions but no free parameters
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A set of Kahler potentials, consistent with G2 holonomy and 
known to describe some explicit examples, was given by 
Beasley-Witten th/0203061; Acharya, Denef, Valandro
th/0502060, with

We assume we can use this.  



Note corrections suppressed by volume factors
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The gauge kinetic functions here are integer linear combinations 
of all the moduli (Lukas, Morris th/0305078),



SUPERPOTENTIAL 

Keep two terms analyticallyally – enough to find solutions 
with good properties such as being in supergravity regime, 
simple enough to do most calculations semi-analytically (as 
well as numerically) – check some things with more terms 
numerically

Imagine expanding exponential – all terms get interactions,  so 
all moduli feel potential, stabilized 

gauge kinetic 

function
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Scalar masses – squarks and MHu, MHd

and trilinears

m2
scalar  M2

3/2 + V0 + small corrections 

Scalar masses essentially equal to gravitino mass 
35 TeV, too heavy to see at LHC (prediction, 
2006)

CC, set to zero
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Seiberg 1986



MINIMIZE SCALAR POTENTIAL

VX=V7

All moduli stabilized



There is physics guidance for choices:

• compactify M-Theory on  G2 manifold  N=1
supersymmetry;

• fluxless sector TeV scale; 

• SU(5), 3 families, neutrino masses, etc E8
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DOES LANDSCAPE PREVENT FINDING GOOD CANDIDATE THEORIES? 

NO
COMPACTIFIED string/M-theories generically have :
• UV completion
• General Relativity
• Yang-Mills gauge theory forces (with gauge bosons)
• N=1 supersymmetry, so superpartners
• Soft supersymmetry breaking by gaugino condensation 
• Radiative electroweak symmetry breaking (so Higgs 

mechanism, Higgs boson)
• Chiral fermions (like quarks and leptons)

These  properties (or equivalent) occur automatically or 
generically, NO DEPENDENCE ON PARAMETERS, OR ON 
DETAILS OF MANIFOLDS!



U
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HIDDEN SECTORS

• We live in visible sector

• Cannot break supersymmetry in visible 
sector (your supersymmetry course)

Hidden sectors, usually many – each has a gauge 
group – break supersymmetry in some hidden sector, 
transmit to visible sector via portal

IMPORTANT ROLES for HIDDEN SECTORS
o Include hidden sector charged matter gives a De Sitter vacuum

o Break supersymmetry

o Site for Yang-Mills forces

o Stable hidden sector matter dark matter candidates

o Hidden sectors don’t know about baryon number, etc – so don’t 
conserve in general – so violate R-parity (Csaki, Kuflic, et al) –
transmit to visible sector via portal – suppressed so small 19



MANY (COMPACTIFIED M-THEORY) RESULTS DON’T 
DEPEND ON MANIFOLD DETAILS: 

- moduli all stabilized;

- supersymmetry breaking, gravity mediated;

- hierarchy problem solved, stability and scale

- scalars heavy  few tens  of TeV – not at LHC; 

- gauginos light (gluino, LSP etc)  1 TeV; 

- small EDMs;

- matter dominated cosmological history;

- EWSB, Mh/MZ, h decay BR;

- LSP decays to hidden sector matter

- solve strong CP problem via axions
20



Identifying the Inflaton- GK, Martin Winkler

Inflation in Compactified M-theory March 12, 2019           21Martin W. Winkler (Stockholm University)

G2 Kähler potential

assume M-theory inflaton is linear combination of moduli

successful inflation requires small curvature scalar
→ "optimal inflaton" found by minimizing      with respect to  

Inflation in Compactified M-theory

〜 overall volume modulus!!



Inflation and Supersymmetry Breaking

Inflation in Compactified M-theory March 12, 2019           24Martin W. Winkler (Stockholm University) Inflation in Compactified M-theory

supersymmetry breaking in 
the vacuum

ns = 0.97, r=5x10-7 



Inflation and Supersymmetry Breaking

Inflation in Compactified M-theory March 12, 2019           25Martin W. Winkler (Stockholm University) Inflation in Compactified M-theory

effective single field 
inflation –
“inflection point 
inflaton” - derived



Inflation and Supersymmetry Breaking

Inflation in Compactified M-theory March 12, 2019           25Martin W. Winkler (Stockholm University) Inflation in Compactified M-theory

effective single field 
Inflation

NOTE H, m3/2

DURING
INFLATION



REMARKS
• We are not in EFT since any corrections are 

volume suppressed (string loops, , etc)
• Different from volume modulus in Type II which 

relies on specific corrections to the Kahler
potential

• Almost no tuning – V’ and V’’ have to vanish near 
each other in field space

• Inflaton substantially heavier than other fields 
since it mainly  decouples from supersysmmetry
breaking
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MODULI DOMINATED COSMOLOGY – Matter asymmetry
o Particles arise from lightest modulus decay (lifetime  M3

mod /M2
Pl )

o Then temp  10 MeV, baryogenesis methods at EW scale 
and higher all fail

o Lightest modulus mass  gravitino mass, calculable

o Here have modulus decay chain – modulus decays to gauginos with BR  1 – then baryons 
created in the gaugino decay (Cui; Pierce and Shakya washout problem)

https://beta.inspirehep.net/Moduli
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So far, mostly “LHC” physics, high scale

NOW CONNECT TO Standard Model, quarks and 
leptons, masses, families 

Including neutrino masses, paper coming next week
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3 FAMILIES, QUARK AND CHARGED LEPTON MASS 
HIERARCHIES, CKM PHASE – arXiv2002.11820; Eric 
Gonzalez, GK, Khoa Nguyen, Malcolm Perry
• DERIVATION IN COMPACTIFIED M-THEORY – UV complete, moduli 

stabilized, higgs mechanism, inflation, matter asymmetry, etc

• USE “GEOMETRIC  ENGINEERING” – KATZ, MORRISON; KATZ, VAFA

• We calculate Yukawa couplings assuming  everything originates 
from a deformed E8 theory, with the singularity resolved into 
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)y xU(1)4 .

• (248) (1,78)+(3,27)+ (𝟑, 𝟐𝟕)+(8.1), can have three 27’s for the 
families

• We follow the breaking path 
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• Different paths to the  same subgroup will lead to  the same 
physics – technically that’s because if there is a diffeomorphism 
between X1 and X2 so that their hyper-Kahler structures agree, 
then they are isometric

• The next  table, from J. Bourjaily, arxiv:0901.3785, shows all  the 
charges
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YUKAWA COUPLINGS FROM THE VOLUME OF THE THREE CYCLE

• ABC is approximately the  volume of the G2 manifold

• the volume of the 3-cycle is usually computed in a linear approximation –
however, requirements of harmonic condition and relative  rotations of the 
fields need to be implemented, and the BPS equations for each of the moduli 
(a,b,c,d,y) 
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• Then on a linear level =Ht+v, where H is a real traceless  
symmetric 3x3 matrix and v is a real 3-vector 

NUMBER OF MODULI PARAMETERS

o a,b,c,d,y

o 5 from H and 3 from v so 8x5=40

o 3 dof from rotation, 3 from translation,  one scaling in local 
coordinates for base  33

o a=0  large  top mass

o c=0  supersymmetry breaking

o So 16 fewer  17

o 6 Higgs vevs – because higgs states have different U(1) charges, 
cannot reduce these to give some zero

DATA

o 6 quark masses, 3 CKM entries (not phase), 3 charged lepton 
masses, 2 Higgs vevs (tan 7 from EW symmetry breaking)
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More parameters than data - but very nonlinear relations

Impose SU(5) relations also  y=0 so 8 fewer

Finally, in exponents:
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Higgs vevs – must keep all three vevs because of U(1) charges – tanβ
 7 from previous analysis of EWSB
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• .
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Bar is data

Yukawa 
couplings

Fit, not prediction

Hierarchical quark masses!!
Isospin splitting!!

d heavier than up but t heavier than b!!



Main results:

 GET SMALL SCALES TOO

 3 hierarchical families, and isospin splitting!! 
39



FINAL REMARKS
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(g-2)

• For our compactification smuon heavy, so expect 
small deviation from SM, from loops

• Experimental situation – use new lattice result 
(BMW), and new Fermilab data  about 1.3 from 
SM – more lattice coming; more fermilab data and Japan data 

coming

• New result is add-on, so any contribution will help –
if (g-2) is indeed different from SM, can 
accommodate it , so constraint is to get it from M-
theory compactification

• There is some U(1) contribution from four U(1)’s –
don’t know size of this – need to check electron g-2
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Type equation here.

The CKM phase! 

• The left- and right-handed quark overlap is real

• CP apparently a gauge transformation in 10D 
string theory, so CKM phase probing 10D theory



2-loop dominates:
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Inflation in Compactified M-theory 29Martin W. Winkler (Stockholm University) Inflation in Compactified M-theory

FINAL REMARKS - 1

Compactified M-theory promising 
candidate to describe our world 

 Strongly coupled gauge theories are responsible for 
hierarchies

 Meson (and light modulus) dominates supersymmetry 
breaking

 Volume of internal space is the inflaton – follows
from Kahler geometry, not model dependent – generic 

M-theory assumptions but no parameters – don’t need
detailed knowledge about G2 manifolds



FINAL REMARKS – 2

Thinking about quantum theory of gravity 
changes how we think about our world (even 
if we don’t care about quantum gravity), e.g. 

o LSP unstable in UV complete world; 

oMatter dominated cosmological history; 

oCKM phase (?)
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FINAL REMARKS - 3

Do string theories make predictions?

Yes, many

Obviously need compactified theories to have 
predictions 

Saw from M-theory some examples:
-- squarks and sleptons few tens of TeV, not at LHC 
– gluinos 1.5 TeV or somewhat heavier (<5TeV) - ok at LHC30, 
maybe at higher luminosity
– winos about ½ TeV – could see C+ C- or C± N1

– small EDMs (backup)
– LSP not stable (backup)
– cosmological history matter dominated before BBN 
– Higgs mass and Higgs decay BR
-- CKM phase
-- Axions
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FINAL REMARKS- 4

• OPPOSITE OF NATURALNESS IS HAVING A 
THEORY
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FINAL REMARKS – 5 – Landscape? – Obviously many 
solutions – maybe few have all generic features

If so, examples already show not an obstacle to 
finding candidate descriptions of our world

Use phenomenology and theory constraints to 
find regions of landscape like our world – Yang-
Mills forces; quarks and leptons; inflation; etc

𝟏𝟎𝟑𝟎𝟎no quarks; 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎𝟎 don’t inflate; etc

Maybe in each vacuum can calculate 
all major results (CC?)
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Final remarks – 6
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At least shows not premature to study 
such compactifications 



cont

6 or 7 dimensional Calabi-Yau or G2 manifold 
– contains all the physics we  know and hope 

to know

FINAL REMARKS - 7
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